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Next Run No: 1700
Date: 25/02/13
Start: London Inn, Horrabridge
On Down: London Inn, Horrabridge
Hares: Lost and Blossom
Well, well , well what a treat !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thanks to Windy & Wracey assisted by Wellaid for such a postage stamp like run, it
certainly had some lovely climbs with plenty of Shiggy & a lovely foot spa thrown in
at the end, Gannett was overwhelmed us oldies like the little extras!!!!!!
So now down to business in the very welcoming hostelry in Horsebridge::::::
Congratulations to Robin Jones named ANAL VICE, Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrgh.
Hob knob needs some memory mints so he doesn’t forget his shoes again, he
looked like Bambi on a Ski slope.
Someone else forgot their shoes too “Tosser”
Three wise men were “herd “ talking about their last minute winter walking plans for
Avalanche avoidance & ration control , i can do you a mates rate deal on a truck &
driver to carry all your food & supplies to avoid embarrassment at the airport
supermarket again , SLUSH, STURMER & SCROTEY

I know there are a few concerned Hashers wondering if they will get the dreaded call
to join the next committee, so for those who are a bit worried just a few pointers &
tips as to what you have to follow on from our current esteem leaders............
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Luffly....
Full of enthusiasm, got some colourful underwear
can be handed down if required. A great year,, follow that SOMEONE??????

,

Scrotey ... Great support well controlled by Gannett.
Dog catcher.... Not seen much of, had a cracking doo at his place, look forward to
his return.
Dildo Baggins ... Quietly gets on with things laid an excellent run at Lopwell, take a
tip from Luffly & Uncle please, warn everyone not to trample the Snowdrops,
Daffodils or anything else that resembles a flower. Oh yeah don’t forget to leave
your keys for the Shandy..... . Great run....

Penny Farting .... Remembered to get the Shandy most important.........
Hash Horn...... Blows hard , sounds good..... Hard act to follow.............

Nipple Deep,
Looked after the hash cash really well. Needed to have
allocated more funds for the dust “”” what dust “”” when he laid his run!!!!!!!

Cross Dresser ......

lovely outfits, not sure about the legs though.........

Plain Jane .......Kept us all up to date nice to see the run totals!!!!!!!
Mayhem....... Press ganged us to make sure we have done our runs got a way of
persuading the shy ones.......
Cheddar & K2 , Very quiet but always there to help great .......

And last but not least Gnashers doesn’t start on the committee but always ends up
on it......!!!!! my favourite to be the next GM .......
ON ON Ernie , he drove the fastest milk cart in the west...........................................
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